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ABSTRACr Lists of patients receiving repeat prescriptions for epilepsy, diabetes, thyroid disease and
asthma were compared with chronic disease registers stored on seven practice computers. Diabetes
was the most accurately recorded disease: the names of72% of patients receiving medication for this
condition appeared on the relevant disease registers. Agreement between the two data sources was
68% for thyroid disease, 58% for asthma and 49% for epilepsy. The levels of accuracy are not yet
high enough for the computerised chronic disease registers to provide an accurate estimate of the
prevalence of these conditions, but new system developments suggest a more optimistic outlook for
the future.

The advent of computers into general practice has
potentially far reaching implications for the
improvement ofpublic health. Computerisation offers
the general practitioner a valuable tool with which to
organise preventive programmes and anticipatory
care, to monitor the health of his or her practice
population and to audit and review clinical practice. 1-7
As these advantages have become increasingly evident
and a variety of specially designed general practice
software systems have become available at reasonable
or no cost,8 more and more general practitioners have
decided to take the plunge into computerisation. For
the epidemiologist and health planner these
developments hold out the hope that the pooled
records from computerised practices will provide a
comprehensive profile of patterns of morbidity in the
population.9 How realistic are these aspirations?

General practitioners in the Oxford region have
been pioneering the use ofcomputers in their practices
since 1970, when the Oxford Community Health
Project was established as a collaborative venture
between Oxford Regional Health Authority and the
Oxford University Unit of Clinical Epidemiology. At
its inception it was hoped that once the computing
systems were established, the pooled general practice
data would provide planners in the Region with a
means of assessing future demand for hospital care, as
well as providing the basis for epidemiological studies.
Participating practices were therefore encouraged to
establish registers of patients with common chronic
diseases.
When the Oxford Community Health Project was

first established about 35 practices used the general

practice system developed on the Regional Computer
Unit's mainframe computer, which involved a batch
system of data entry. The facilities were provided free
of charge to the practices. Since then general practice
systems have become widely available on
microcomputers and many practices have transferred
their data to their own within practice systems.
Currently about one third of the 360 practices in the
region have access to computing systems, either the
mainframe system or practice based micros, and a
further third report plans to instal micro systems in the
future. '

Many practices have used their computing facilities
to develop chronic disease registers. These disease
registers can be used to assist in the management and
monitoring of patients with common chronic
conditions and to provide a basic morbidity profile of
the practice. However, an earlier validation study by
Mant and Tulloch, who looked at the registers
established in four practices of patients with diabetes,
epilepsy, hypertension, myocardial infarction, thyroid
disease and malignancy, and compared them with lists
of patients discharged from hospital with these
diagnoses, found that they were incomplete." This
study had analysed data recorded in 1982 to 1984 and
used as its benchmark lists from Hospital Activity
Analysis records selected by primary and secondary
diagnosis and by general practitioner code.
By 1987 the practices which participated in this

earlier study had accumulated considerably more
experience of using computers and might therefore be
expected to have improved on these levels of
completeness of data recording, so it was decided to
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repeat the validation study, this time using a different
"gold standard" and involving more practices.
Methods

The gold standard adopted was repeat prescriptions.
Seven practices which had established chronic disease
registers or patient summaries, and used computers to
issue repeat prescriptions, agreed to participate. The
British National Formulary12 was used to produce a
list of medications commonly prescribed for patients
suffering from epilepsy (anti-epileptics), diabetes
mellitus (insulins and oral hypoglycaemic drugs),
thyroid disorders (thyroid hormones and antithyroid
preparations) and asthma (bronchodilators, inhaled
corticosteroids and prophylactic drugs). General
practitioners in these practices were asked to select
those drugs they normally prescribed exclusively to
these patients, who could then be assumed to have the
disease for which they should be on the chronic disease
register. Medications prescribed for more than one
type of medical condition were therefore excluded.
For this reason it was not possible to study the same
list of diseases as in the earlier study. For example,
hypertension had to be excluded from our study
because many of the medications prescribed for these
patients are also prescribed for other conditions. Only
current prescriptions were considered so it was not
possible to check the patients who remained on the
disease register but who were no longer on medication.
Lists of names of patients receiving each of these
preparations on a repeat basis were produced using the
practice computers, and compared with the computer
printouts of patients on the chronic disease registers.

Results

Three of the participating practices (1, 4 and 6) had
participated in the earlier study by Mant and Tulloch
and four had not. Six practices had their own
microcomputer systems running VAMP software and
one (6) used the Oxford Community Health Project
mainframe system. All had at least four years'
experience of computerisation and partners in all
practices were involved in teaching and research. List
sizes ofthese practices ranged from 6000 to 22 000, the
combined total population being 76 660.

Tables 1 to 4 give the results for the four chronic
diseases selected for study. Patients on long term
medication for diabetes were most likely to be
recorded on the relevant chronic disease register. Five
out of the seven practices achieved a registration rate
of more than 90% of those on medication for this
condition. However in one practice only 18% of the
patients receiving long term medication for diabetes
appeared on the diabetes register. The registers for the
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Table I Computer held epilepsy registration

Number ofpatients Number (%) ofpatients on
Number ofpatients on long term long term medication
on register medication and recorded on register

Practice 1 47 52 27 (52)
2 29 46 14 (30)
3 74 65 30 (46)
4 53 20 15 (75)
5 107 115 61 (53)
6 48 32 25 (78)
7 69 76 28 (37)

Total 427 406 200 (49)

Table 2 Computer held diabetes registration

Number ofpatients Number (%) ofpatients on
Nunber ofpatients on long term long term medication
on register medication and recorded on register

Practice 1 99 56 54 (96)
2 73 22 21 (95)
3 149 107 59 (55)
4 91 33 32 (97)
5 109 152 137 (90)
6 98 65 60 (92)
7 42 95 17 (18)

Total 661 530 380 (72)

Table 3 Computer held thyroid registration

Number ofpatients Nwnber (%) oJ patients on
Nwnber ofpatients on long term long term medication
on register medication and recorded on register

Practice 1 78 92 67 (73)
2 64 63 44 (70)
3 119 69 58 (84)
4 66 20 14 (70)
5 123 64 27 (42)
6 70 53 36 (68)
7 64 5 4 (80)

Total 584 366 250 (68)

Table 4 Computer held asthma registration

Nwnber ofpatients Number (%) ofpatients on
Number ofpatients on long term long term medication
on register medication and recorded on register

Practice 1 442 335 242 (72)
2 220 323 161 (50)
3 417 328 212 (65)
4 130 126 42 (33)
5 666 496 290 (58)
6 169 163 85 (52)
7 399 428 236 (55)

Total 2443 2199 1268 (58)

other conditions were less complete. All but one of the
practices had registered two thirds of those receiving
repeat prescriptions for thyroid disorders, but only
two practices had achieved this level of completeness
for epilepsy and asthma. None of the practices
managed to achieve high registration levels for all
patients on medication for these four conditions, but
none was consistently low.

Discussion

The main conclusion we would draw from these results
is that the systems in use in these practices for
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registering patients with chronic diseases were not
accurate enough to give a reliable estimate of the
prevalence of these conditions. Since these practices
were experienced computer users, this finding will be
somewhat depressing for those hoping that the advent
of general practice computerisation had ushered in a
new era of readily accessible data on patterns of
morbidity in the community.

It is just possible that part of the discrepancy
between the prescription lists and the disease registers
might be explained by a failure to isolate completely
the prescriptions for one condition. This may have
occurred in the case ofasthma, where it is possible that
patients receiving therapy for chronic obstructive
airways disease or hay fever might quite reasonably
not be considered eligible for the chronic disease
register. This in turn highlights the definitional
problems inherent in any assessment of the prevalence
of these conditions.
Comparisons with Mant and Tulloch's earlier

validation study are not straightforward because of
the different methods adopted and the different
conditions studied. However the results follow a
similar pattern in that they also found that patients
with diabetes were more reliably recorded on the
chronic disease registers (72% agreement between
their two data sources) and that recording of other
diseases, with the exception of hypertension for which
they found 69% agreement, was less reliable. They
surmised that general practitioners were more
convinced of the value of regular monitoring of their
diabetic and hypertensive patients and were therefore
more likely to make the effort to record these
conditions.

All practices involved in this study were experienced
computer users, although it is probable that not all
partners in each practice shared the same degree of
enthusiasm for data recording. In a busy general
practice, no matter how well motivated, it is easy to see
how morbidity recording which requires a separate
entry from that on the individual patient notes can get
overlooked. All the practices used their computer
systems as an adjunct to, rather than a substitute for,
the manual records. All diagnostic data therefore had
to be recorded twice, though not necessarily by the
general practitioner involved; and since the general
practitioners hardly ever used the computer during
consultations, data entry did not occur at the time of
diagnosis.

General practice micro systems are becoming faster
and easier to use and general practitioners and practice
staff are becoming more experienced in their use. It is
likely that use during consultations will increase. Early
predictions that this development would have an
adverse effect on doctor-patient communications
appear to be unfounded.'3 Software system

improvements include prompts which, for example,
require a morbidity code to be entered before a
prescription can be issued. The "no cost" general
practice computing systems offered by VAMP and
AAH Meditel, which are aiming to collect data on
morbidity as well as acute and repeat prescribing, are
encouraging the use of terminals on each partner's
desk in order to facilitate accuracy and completeness
of recording.'4

It is likely that general practitioners will eventually
find it easier to use the computer as the main patient
record and once this stage has been reached we can
expect levels ofaccuracy and completeness to improve
dramatically. However in order for these pooled data
to be useful for epidemiological and planning
purposes there will need to be agreement on diagnostic
definitions.'5 Date of first diagnosis will also be an
essential requirement if the data are to be used to
determine incidence rates.

These problems are not insurmountable, but it is
probably wise to remain cautiously hopeful at this
stage. The perfect morbidity database is not yet
available and computerised systems cannot yet
compete with the specially designed surveys of
morbidity in general practice.'6 However it is
beginning to be more likely that within the next few
years it will be possible to obtain a profile of patterns
ofillness in the community without resorting to special
surveys involving manual recording.
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University of Oxford Department of Community
Medicine and General Practice, and is funded by the
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